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Paradigm shift in education

Today education policy is facing more and more serious challenges worldwide. Everyone feels that the time has come for a change in attitude, however, a truly effective solution is still some time away. The labour market of the future expects a high level of digital literacy from entrants whose training has its roots in the past. Tension in the classroom can already be felt.

Future of digital textbooks

While, on one side of the system, there are the pupils who experience the digital boom as an adventure in their everyday lives and have a gradually increasing need for digital education, on the other side, there are masses of teachers sticking to the traditional methods of teaching the curriculum, slowly becoming accustomed to digital tools. And so these teachers feel increasingly uncertain and abandoned.

If, in the meantime, the stakeholders in education do not offer a solution, or are stalling, the gap between teachers and pupils will continue to grow: the effectiveness of education and morale declines on both sides.

Here, we are going to represent the mozaLearn system as being capable of building a bridge between these two poles, that is beneficial for all its participants, and can be quickly implemented in a spectacular and successful way, even nationwide. It is a system that finally brings along a real paradigm shift.

The mozaLearn integrated education system combines the benefits of printed textbooks and digital tools. Publishers are able to integrate their most up-to-date textbooks and add interactive content to their pages. The system provides digital tools for use both during classes and home learning, providing a complex, world-class, digital tool system that comprises the entire education system. With its spectacularity, it impresses pupils; and being readily applicable, it makes teachers confident and self-assured in their work at the same time.
**Straightforward implementation**

The advantage of the system is that its implementation can take place smoothly. Any textbooks - current and future - can be easily added. Digital textbooks can be easily updated or modified by the publisher.

Providing your textbooks with rich digital content on all platforms reinforces your publication’s presence on the market. A quality digital offering as a new added value with your printed products not only can increase brand loyalty, but also the revenue of printed publications.

**The adaptation of the system**

The adaptation of the system does not require a bunch of additional special equipment. Basic equipment or, at least, continual and planned equipment upgrades (computers, projectors, interactive boards, Internet connection) are sufficient. The system can be implemented within just six months, including its customization to the needs of the country. Teacher training in education technology is also possible, and as a result, teachers will be able to make use of the opportunities given by modern technology and incorporate them into their work on a daily basis. This may foster a new teaching attitude integrating digital solutions.

The implementation is cost-effective because there is no need for an immediate one-off expense: the system is payable through a license fee. Annual licenses allow costs to be distributed across several years and also allows us to provide our customers with new developments and content yearly, tailored to the needs of their market.
mozaLearn is a professional integrated education system that covers the entire K-12 school system. The system satisfies all needs concurrently, and was designed specifically to help teachers in their work. The mozaLearn system is in the front line of global education, providing excellent digital support for pupils, teachers and parents.

The mozaLearn system is based on the mozaBook software, developed for interactive boards. All printed textbooks used in a local market can be uploaded and immediately converted into interactive digital textbooks.
Educators receive a modern tool system (3D scenes, interactive applications) to use alongside their digital textbooks on an interactive board, helping teachers work through the curriculum more effectively.

Pupils also have access to the system through the Internet (mozaWeb), meaning the same educational environment that pupils encounter in class can be recreated at home.

Benefits for Teachers

• Teachers use their standard, familiar textbooks and workbooks on the interactive whiteboard, complementing them with eye-catching content.

• Using mozaBook, teachers deliver high quality illustration to pupils that is specifically developed for education, providing spectacular and interesting demonstrations while arousing interest. As a result, students become more motivated and more easily able to process the textbook material.

• The basic use of mozaBook does not require prolonged training. Teachers can use it confidently and add spectacular elements to the lesson right from the beginning.

• One can get accustomed to using mozaBook easily and quickly. It does not require the use of any external programs. mozaBook has an integrated interface that allows users to reach all content.

• Teachers can easily get a sense of achievement, which motivates them to learn even more about the system.

• The interactive educational content is organized according to subjects and grade levels on an integrated interface, in order to be easily searchable.

• Lesson plans, presentations and exercise books created by innovative teachers can be shared at both the school and national level so their colleagues can see and use them too.

Benefits for Pupils

• Pupils are open and receptive to information technology applications and expect spectacular illustrations. The use of digital tools comes naturally to them. At the same time, students still have to acquire the traditional curriculum.

• Pedagogical research shows that figures and animations significantly help with understanding, and sequential learning textbooks are essential to the creation of complex and permanent knowledge, and contribute to the development of internal logic of certain concepts.

• With the help of mozaLearn system, pupils enjoy all the advantages of both tools. The same tools can be used at school and at home: together, textbooks and computers provide a strong foundation, which can be complemented by the Internet.

• Tools are adjusted for age-dependent characteristics. There are games, self assessment quizzes, tests to develop attention and concentration, customized problems and exercises as well as interactive experimental tools.

• Pupils can be given customized exercises that can be solved on a computer at home. Aside from solutions, the lexicon, image bank and tools in mozaBook can be used by pupils for further research and learning.

• Pupils gain experience using a computer and a number of tools while completing their homework. This way, they become skilled computer users by routinely performing most basic user activities.
In addition to using content from the media library, publishers can also insert their own digital content, or use educational materials from the Internet, too. The mozaBook Editor can create various digital textbook packages from existing books, depending on the publisher’s needs: books for in-class use on an interactive board, for out-of-class learning online, or for Windows, iOS and Android smart devices.

Creation of digital textbooks

First, publishers upload the electronic files of the printed textbooks used by teachers and pupils to the mozaBook Editor online digital textbook editing software. Then they can insert extra content from the media library, a collection of interactive educational content including over one thousand 3D models, several hundred video and audio files, images, assessment exercises and other supplementary materials created by Mozaik Education.

Any publisher can upload the PDF versions of their own printed textbooks into the mozaBook Editor, and convert them instantly into interactive digital textbooks. The system allows for secure, individual access for every publisher so that each and every publisher has exclusive access to their own publications.

In addition to using content from the media library, publishers can also insert their own digital content, or use educational materials from the Internet, too. The mozaBook Editor can create various digital textbook packages from existing books, depending on the publisher’s needs: books for in-class use on an interactive board, for out-of-class learning online, or for Windows, iOS and Android smart devices.
**mozaBook Editor**

Online digital textbook authoring application

**Features**

- PDF file (textbook) input
- Editing of page highlights and enlargements
- Insertion of interactive content into the publication
- Creation of interactive table of contents
- Creation of digital textbook packages for mozaBook, mozaWeb, iOS, Android
- Delegation of tasks for editors
- Statistics related to editing
- Administration of digital textbook packages
- Management of digital textbook packages
- Status report of digital textbook packages

**mozaLearn Localisation**

Online translation and localisation tool for the mozaLearn system

**Features**

Upon further localisation requirements, translation of the mozaBook and mozaWeb software interface and linguistic elements, as well as any corrections can be made within mozaLearn Localisation.

- mozaBook: menu system and interface
- mozaWeb: menu system and interface
- mozaTools: databases and interface
- 3D models: menu system and the labels of certain models

**Media library**

K-12 interactive educational content for virtually all subjects

**Content types**

- Interactive 3D models (more than 1,200)
- Educational videos (upwards of 1,000)
- Edu tools and games (over 100)
- Collection of educational images
- Music and audio files

Mozaik Education and its partners continually develop new educational content, which is why the content in the **media library is actively growing, day by day**. All currently available content can be viewed on our website, [www.mozaweb.com](http://www.mozaweb.com)
mozaBook 4.5

mozaBook allows teachers to use familiar textbooks and workbooks, projecting them onto an interactive board during lessons. Teachers can also enrich the books with interactive activities for students.

mozaBook offers more than 100 thematic applications which help teachers catch pupils’ attention and increase their engagement. mozaBook includes tools for visualization, instruction and assessment all in one.

In order to prepare next day’s lesson, teachers can also use mozaBook on their computers at home. The full content of the media library is at teachers’ disposal, allowing them to enrich their textbooks and exercise books. The presentations and learning material developed at home can be synchronized onto classroom computers.

Simple and intuitive to use, mozaBook also offers built-in tutorial videos and interactive guides that help teachers and students use the software and content to the fullest.
The built-in skill development, visualization and experimental tools in the software help teachers visualize and help pupils better understand, acquire and practice various concepts in many different subjects.

mozaTools, 3D scenes, videos, and other elements of the media library can be saved as icons on the margins of textbook pages or in presentations, and later opened in class with a simple click.

Additional features include

- Available in 30 different languages
- Display digital textbooks, enlarge page segments or textbook figures and play interactive content
- Run built-in, subject-related applications
- Create custom tests in the Test editor application
- Import PDF documents, create digital exercise books and animated presentations
- Intelligent drawing tools, relations diagrams
- Planar and 3D figures, image and drawing gallery
- Video and audio recorder and player
- Interactive 3D models and animations
- Printing options
- English tutorial videos
- Use on- and off-line
- Synchronize publications
- Share teacher content in your school or publicly, send homework to students

Watch our videos to find out more about mozaLearn: www.mozaweb.com/video
Students have access to digital textbooks and complementary interactive content through our online platform, so the same content from school lessons can be accessed at home.

mozaWeb is a unique portal for students to learn and for teachers to prepare at home. Digital textbooks and the interactive content, tools and games within each book are all available on mozaWeb.

mozaWeb only requires an internet connection and browser. There is no software to download. Students and teachers can access our entire media library from anywhere with a simple login name and password.

At home, students can access the same videos and 3D animations seen during their lessons or those recommended by the teacher. Teachers can also create interactive worksheets and assignments for students to complete as homework.

Students can complete homework assignments created and sent by teachers as well as read and interact with their digital textbooks. Teachers can login to see who has completed their homework and check students’ results at their convenience. The mozaWeb platform also allows teachers to share the exercise books and lesson plans they create in mozaBook with other teachers.
Alongside using digital textbooks and completing assignments created by their teachers, students can use commonly applied didactic tools and can review and open media library content, organized by school subject.

The media library on mozaWeb contains over 1,200 3D models and hundreds of educational videos, pictures, audio files and exercises. With a mozaWeb Premium license, you can access all of the content in the media library, including thousands of interactive items organized by school subject.

Numerous skill development games, demonstration tools and virtual experiments make learning and practicing more interesting, providing a unique way for students to both revise and further their knowledge.

Additional features include

- Available in 30 different languages
- Display digital textbooks, enlarge page sections and textbook figures, play inserted digital content
- Run built-in, subject-related applications
- Built-in video and audio player
- Built-in 3D player
- Personal account and storage space for teachers and pupils
- Search and use media library content
- Homework function
mozaBook for tablets
Educational application for mobile devices

Students using tablets in school or at home can access the content of their textbooks directly on their portable smart devices.

With our tablet applications, students can use their enhanced textbooks, including the built-in extra content, on Windows, Android and iOS tablets. Once downloaded, the textbooks are fully functional both online and offline.

**Additional features include**

- Access to the interactive textbooks
- Access to the digital exercise books
- Opening and page turning of digital textbooks
- Opening and page turning of digital exercise books
- Playing of interactive content in publications
- Simplified and professional illustrational tools
- Interactive table of contents
- Text search function
- Built-in video and audio player
- Built-in 3D player
- Offline/online usage
- Synchronization of publications
- Homework function

Interactive tables of contents and the built-in search function help users navigate in digital publications. Students can draw and highlight texts in books and exercise books.

The system notifies students about new homework assignments, which they can solve and submit to their teachers.
Students can virtually explore the 3D scenes on their mobile phones. If they place their phones inside appropriate VR glasses, they can find themselves in ancient Athens, in the Globe Theatre or on the surface of the Moon.

**VR requirements:**
- smartphone with a gyroscope
- VR glasses for smartphones
- mozaWeb account
- mozaik3D application, downloadable free of charge from app stores

With the **mozaik3D app** (compatible with all VR headsets and available for iOS and Android), subscribers can explore all our 3D models.
Our application has been designed mainly for students between 8 and 18 years of age. The interactive educational scenes related to History, Technology, Physics, Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry, Geography and Visual Arts will turn learning into an adventure.

The 3D scenes are available in several languages, which also offers an excellent opportunity to acquire and practise foreign languages.

Our interactive 3D scenes can be rotated, enlarged, and viewed from pre-set angles. Navigate through the complex scenes easily with the help of the predetermined views.

Most of our 3Ds include narrations and built-in animations. They also contain labels and entertaining animated quizzes.

Some of the 3D scenes contain a walk function, enabling you to explore the scene yourself by using the virtual joystick.

If you place your phone in a VR headset you can take a walk in ancient Athens, look around the Globe Theatre or on the surface of the Moon.
Matek & Fizika apps

The Matek educational application helps solve the most complex equations and understand how to find the correct result. Snap a picture of the equation or write it on the display and the app will gradually guide you through the solution.

Fizika app

The Fizika app offers an exciting user experience and the opportunity to play. Learn while having fun and understand how the surrounding world works. Use the application on a smartphone or an interactive board in school.

Observe a mechanical process, model it with a few clicks, then play on your device as many times as you wish. This allows for examination of what happens and leads to understanding of the underlying physical phenomena.

Modify the parameters and properties of objects during experiments; this enables you to observe what happens when you change the initial conditions. The easiest way to grasp processes is to use well-made graphs. Create graphs for analysing virtual experiments with a click, and use them to interpret the physical phenomena along with the motion of objects.
LabCamera is a science exploration application which enables students to carry out experiments using their built-in cameras of smart devices or any external webcam. It’s a cost-effective way to enhance the STEM curriculum and promote scientific inquiry.

**LabCamera**

LabCamera develops skills for investigation, problem-solving, critical thinking and deductive reasoning. LabCamera has **7 modules** to cover all Science subjects.

---

**Time Lapse**

The Time Lapse function helps you observe and better understand the slow processes in nature, such as the formation and migration of clouds, ice melting, the growth of plants, etc.

The software makes still shots and stitches these images into a coherent stream of video.

---

**Motion Cam**

Motion Cam allows you to capture rare and intimate situations in nature. It works just like motion-sensor cameras: it makes a recording when it detects movement in front of the camera.

---

**Kinematics**

This module uses the picture of the webcam or pre-recorded videos for movement analysis. Kinematics can track up to 3 objects at the same time allowing students to conduct more complex experiments involving collisions and same-time comparison of movement characteristics.
**Microscope**

Built as a universal measuring tool, it enables students and teachers to measure sizes, distances, angles and areas. Web cameras can take macro photos too, allowing the examination of microorganisms.

**Universal Logger**

The module can log any measurement instrument’s data that has either a digital, radial-dial, or fluid-based display by ‘connecting’ it to your computer through its built-in camera. Universal logger can track up to three measurement devices at the same time enabling students to carry out comparative experiments.

**Pathfinder**

The Pathfinder module tracks and detects the unseen paths and patterns of moving objects and beings. Toggle between path and motion density maps to find patterns in seemingly chaotic motion. The module allows you to use your device’s camera to track patterns in moving objects or animals.

**Graph Challenge**

Understand graphs through a game-like app that follows movement and compares it to a designated curve. Graph Challenge features various settings: near-far, horizontal-vertical, rotating an object, and rotating the camera around an object.
Weekly practice tool
Artificial intelligence in education

Weekly practice is a complex tool that generates exercises based on the time allocation of topics covered by the curriculum of any given country. It affords teachers and students the opportunity to work and practise with customized tests that allow for individual problem-solving, with the option to monitor results on a weekly basis.

The Weekly practice tool offers practice opportunities for every week throughout the academic year as well as during summer vacation.

The user can select the subject, their grade, and the relevant week of the school year.

Based on the curriculum, the software generates a custom, individualized test to be solved and checked by the student. Results of the completed tests can be tracked retroactively with the help of the software.

If the student gets stuck while solving an exercise, the Word problems tool can be of assistance, guiding the student through the solution of each specific exercise step by step.
Word problems tool

The tool is familiar with the rules of given field of natural science and can apply these when generating and solving exercises. This enables the software to generate any number of custom exercises and reveal solutions step by step.

Word problems features:
- includes topical categorization of the various exercise types pertaining to natural science
- able to generate exercises in any given topic and language (localization possible upon separate custom agreement)
- guides user through the solution of any generated exercise step by step
- allows teachers to custom-create tests for students

Processing the units of the syllabus temporally is adapted to each country’s curriculum. Import local curricula for various areas and subjects to enable the software to generate an appropriately timed test, in accordance with the relevant week’s topic of discussion.

Benefits of the Weekly practice tool:
- ensures systematic practice
- generates personalized tests
- offers users help with the solution of exercises
- aids the monitoring of results
- tailors topics and timing to curriculum of specific country
All educational materials (books, lessons, digital lessons, 3D scenes, videos, interactive 3D smartbooks) tie into a shared network, creating a conceptually unified system based on the individual content items.

The **Content graph** allows users to jump from one content item to the next, supporting movement between related topics as well. Depending on the individual’s interests, forming personalized learning paths is also possible.

The connectivity structure of the graph is adaptable to the requirements of given country.
Digital lessons

The missing link between printed textbooks and digital education. Material that helps make the transition to digital classes. As a result of use, both teacher and student digital competence improve.

Digital lessons are modern, up-to-date digital materials that are processed and shared by users with the help of digital devices. The lessons are interesting, even their imagery has a motivating effect. The understandable, easy-to-follow line of thought make the learning experience enjoyable.

The lessons include a plenitude of interactive items: 3D scenes, educational videos, as well as tests for practice and revision.

Teachers can access lesson plans that help process the curriculum in the most efficient way possible. These also provide ideas as to the allocation of time, realization of pedagogical aims, and smooth execution of lessons.

The spectacular content can be used on interactive displays, tablets, and smartphones.

The materials build on the teacher’s role as facilitator and improve student cooperation along with social and digital competence. Therefore, skill sets that prove essential for future generations in the world of artificial intelligence are brought to the forefront.
The mozaLog digital gradebook is an educational information system that enables school staff to use a single interface for both administrative and organisational tasks.

Thanks to mozaLog, the laborious and cumbersome management of traditional paper-based class registers becomes redundant. The software also helps reduce teachers’ daily administrative workload considerably.

Besides absences, late arrivals, exemptions and lack of equipment can also be recorded, and lists of students missing out on tests can be obtained.

Flexible and versatile
mozaLog includes all the functions of traditional, paper-based school registers: it allows for entering marks, tracking academic progress and managing absence data as well as student groups.

Different types of marks (e.g. final marks, calculated with weighted average) can be entered.

Simple administration
The software handles changes in standard class time and the school-year calendar, and oversees school events (ceremonies, school trips, form teacher classes).
Additional features include

- Progress book
- Attendance reports
- Assessment records
- Possibility to create student groups
- Possibility to create sub-groups
- Import or export student data
- Timetable editor function
- Managing teachers’ substitutions
- Academic statistics
- Absence data
- School statistics
- Written report function
- Messages to parents
- Print function for gradebooks, progress registers, reports, certificates, overtime and all statistics

Student data need not be typed in individually, it can be imported from spreadsheets.

Communication with Parents

Parents can follow their children’s academic performance, absences from classes or the evaluation of their conduct. If required, parents receive e-mail updates regarding new entries related to their children. Teachers are able to send reminders about approaching school events, trips or even exams, so that students and parents stay well-informed.

Academic statistics

Progress books make it possible to follow the academic activities of teachers and classes, making teachers more motivated to update it on a regular basis.

With mozalog, school managers can create comprehensive analyses and illustrate these with diagrams.
Teachers can also share pages of a textbook directly to students’ devices. In addition, teachers can send assignments, worksheets, videos or images to students. Teachers can also keep track of worksheet completion and check students’ results on their computer.

The mozaBook app for tablets and smartphones provides the perfect opportunity for classwork, connecting the board and student devices while filling it with relevant content.
Teachers can always see whether students are connected as well as get screenshots any time, to make sure everyone is on track.

**Teachers can ...**
- send images and exercise books to students’ devices
- set individual or group exercises
- organise and monitor the work of the group(s)
- keep track of worksheet completion
- view answers that have been submitted and automatically checked
- view statistics on the results

The classroom management feature is ideal for personalised exercises, individual and group work and the targeted use of IT devices. Students complete the exercises they have received either individually or in groups and send the answers to the teacher.

The software automatically checks the answers and generates statistics on the results, so teachers can easily evaluate students’ performance.
Interactive 3D smartbooks

The series consists of 20 books based on the 3D scenes available on mozaWeb. The publications combine the spectacular images from animations with well-formulated and easily understandable texts, are available in several languages, and cover various school subjects.

Using the books in the series, immerse yourself in the worlds of Natural Sciences, Technology, History and Archeology.

The publications are unique as they combine the benefits of both printed books and of virtual reality so that readers may acquire state-of-the-art knowledge.

By scanning the QR codes found on the pages, students are just a click away from accessing the 3D scenes, which provide an interactive approach to exploring the topics. Students can even walk around in this virtual world using a VR headset and experience first-hand what they are reading about in the books.
Students can explore not only the past and the future, but also the microscopic world, the human body, and distant celestial objects.

The series is recommended for:

- schools that want to add modern, high-quality books to their libraries or to offer them as gifts to students
- teachers who want to motivate their pupils and need ideas regarding the use of digital tools in class
- children who like to read and are also interested in digital animations
- parents who not only want their children to spend their time usefully, but also to enjoy the spectacular resources and to learn while having fun

The 3D scenes can be opened with the mozaBook application, which is available free of charge.
mozaMap digital maps for interactive boards

The mozaMap interactive map software offers atlases to expand the range of tools available to Geography and History teachers. mozaMap is suitable both for use on interactive boards and for home learning.

The digital atlases contain the full content of our printed Geography and History atlases.

The maps are vector-based files, so any segment can be magnified to an incredible extent without any loss in quality. You can search for text content within the maps, and layers can be switched on and off, one by one. You can also easily create map views that best suit your lessons, increasing efficiency.

Freehand lines, images, symbols and annotative bubbles can be placed onto separate map layers in mozaMap.

Illustration possibilities

The built-in drawing tool provides several possibilities for illustration, including a large collection of geographical and historical symbols.

Drawings and other illustrations created in mozaMap can be easily saved, moved, and their size adjusted to the scale of the maps. You can also create and share presentations containing your enhanced maps.
Exercises

mozaMap allows users to create custom exercises on the maps. These exercises can be saved, shared and easily inserted into mozaBook.

Battle sites and other historical and geographical landmarks can be added to the blank maps according to the teacher’s needs.

Students can match events with the appropriate labels. Time limits can also be set. While students are working, the map shows the time used for solving the exercise. When students finish their work, mozaMap displays the ratio of correct answers.

History animated

By selecting and highlighting different characteristics or parts of a map marking various important historical dates, our software is able to animate the transitions between these events over time. This allows users to dynamically illustrate the geographical impact of certain events (such as wars, trade, or treaties) over a period of time, and allow the student to see and understand correlations between developments - not just by territory and area, but also by points in time.

As the animation plays, the relevant date is displayed clearly on a timeline at the bottom of the screen. The playback speed can be altered, and the animation can be paused at any point.

Additional features include

- Navigation on the map (zoom, pan)
- Layers, combined maps
- Save view, window and map
- Search on map
- Drawing tools, presentation, user-created content
- Animation (dynamic change)
- Lessons and questions
- Integration with mozaBook
- Customization
What do I need in my classroom?

To use mozaBook on an interactive board or projector, **all you need is a mozaBook CLASSROOM license.**

mozaBook CLASSROOM license

This license allows you access to the entire media library, plus you can create interactive exercise books (presentations) or share teaching materials through the cloud with fellow teachers or your students. If your students use PCs or tablets in class, you can use the **classroom management feature** to send them exercises, videos, images, or other learning objects.

The mozaBook MULTILANG and CLASSROOM licenses have the same features and functions, however, mozaBook MULTILANG can be used in 30 languages.

What do my students need for their tablets?

Students should purchase a **mozaWeb PREMIUM account** in order to receive homework assignments and use all of the great learning content from the media library.

Once students have mozaweb PREMIUM, they can also download the mozaBook application to their tablet. Our applications run on Windows, Android and iOS. We recommend using Windows tablets for the highest level of technical capabilities and optimal user experience. Native apps for Android and iOS are also available on the App Store and Google Play.

For more information, please visit [www.mozaweb.com](http://www.mozaweb.com)
How can teachers use mozaBook at home?

Teachers can use mozaBook on their computer at home in order to prepare lessons, create tests, set up virtual experiments or customize educational tools before their classes. The mozaBook CLASSROOM license can be used on one additional PC/laptop outside of the classroom. For teachers’ convenience, all content created in mozaBook can be saved to the cloud, so that teachers can use any PC running mozaBook in order to access their content. There’s no need to carry around the same laptop all day! mozaBook CLASSROOM offers all the same features on a PC that are available on the interactive board in class.

How can students solve homework and learn independently at home?

Students or parents can purchase a mozaWeb PREMIUM subscription, and students can log in to mozaweb.com from any desktop browser to access and work on homework assignments or view exercise books sent by teachers.

Students can also use their free time to explore the media library to review subjects taught in class or learn more about their favorite topics. Students can watch educational videos, practice using games, set up their own virtual labs or learn something new using Mozaik’s 3D models.

If students use their tablet at home they can login with the same mozaWeb account on Windows, iOS or Android devices. Any digital textbooks purchased can be accessed from all platforms.

For more information, please visit www.mozaweb.com